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Southern Report Just recently we had our annual Hobart Arms and Militaria Fair which very well attended especially by
dealers including some old friends from the mainland as well as a few new attendees. It was also good to
see a number of our members from the North Western branch who displayed items from their
collections.
The most remarkable items were three long Lee Enfield’s each with the owner’s names carved into the
wood work and all members of the Tasmanian Imperial Bushmen in the Boer War.
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North Western Report
Militaria Column
Some WW2 Ephemera – Richard D
Two British WW2 medal notification cards that were issued to recipients with their campaign medals.
The LHS being from the army and the RHS from the Navy. The list of possible entitlements is detailed
on the reverse. There is another similar card that was issued by the RAF.
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An interesting pair of 1944 dated envelopes picked up at a local market. Both passed
by the censor and airmailed to Tattersalls in Hobart. During WW2 Tattersalls ran
lotteries to assist in raising funds for war related causes. It is likely the senders were
purchasing tickets in the lotteries. The monies raised were passed to the RSL national
executive who then distributed them to various funds such as the Australian Comforts
Fund (note the red ACF stamp on the second envelope).
The Australian Comforts Fund was established in August 1916 to co-ordinate the
activities of the state based patriotic funds, which were established earlier in World
War I. Mainly run by women, they provided and distributed free comforts to the
Australian 'fit' fighting men in all the battle zones. They became divisions of the
Australian Comforts Fund. The Council of the Fund comprised two delegates from
New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland and one from the states of Western
Australia, South Australia and Tasmania. The Executive headquarters was located in
Sydney. It ceased operation on 10 April 1920 and was reconstituted in World War II
in June 1940 and ceased operation again on 27 June 1946.
(trove.nla.gov.au/people/563480?c=people)
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Below are some examples of WW2 period tickets plucked straight from the internet.
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Another local find was this 1942 dated card instructing the recipient to attend a
medical in the drill hall at Sheffield. For those interested, the defence act noted on the
card below can be accessed online at www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2005C00217.
The recipients who lived at Roland is named on reverse.
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The Sheffield drill hall in its current configuration as an art gallery. Built in 1912, it
was the home of the Sheffield troop of the 22nd Light Horse prior to WW2.
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British Army Water Filter
This Board of Ordnance sand stone filter was observed at Runnymede House in
Hobart.
Water was poured into the bowl and allowed to filter through the stone into a
receptacle place underneath.

Heraldry Column
Webbing Column
Boer War Bandoliers used by Tasmanians– John L
The below items were obtained from families whose forebears were Tasmanian volunteers to the Boer
War 1899-1902

Bandolier, Leather (.303-inch) Ammunition
Approved List of Changes in War Material No 5873 6 Jun 1889
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The initial Tasmanian volunteers to the Boer War went as infantry however the British Army soon
recognized that the Australian volunteers were, in many cases, able to ride horses, so they were quickly
changed to Mounted Infantry.
On this change of status, the Martini Enfield’s were replaced by the Lee Enfield Rifle and bandoliers
issued.

Image of a Tasmanian Volunteer on the SS Medic embarking for South Africa
with Infantry Equipment

134 Trooper Herbert DOWLING 2nd Tas. Imperial Bushmen Contingent, from the Ross District
wearing the Bandolier
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Once mounted they were issued with a 50 round brown leather bandolier.

Bandolier, Web, Double loop, 100 rounds
Approved in the List of Changers in War Material No 11266 16 Jul 1902
Circumstances with the operational requirements led to the British army looking for alternative types of
equipment and it is possible that men from the USA who travelled to South Africa to enlist brought with
them equipment that had been obtained prior to their travel.
In any event the British Army sought to acquire from the Mills Equipment Company the Mills Double
Loop belt. Initially this had been produced for the US Army however the Company which had been
formed in 1867 by Captain Anson Mills soon obtained from their English subsidiary at 32 Victoria
Street London and example of the belt. General Sir Henry Brackenbury was impressed and immediately
placed an order for several thousand belts and sought a delivery date of them from the US. He was
advised they would be produced in England. Other orders were placed and to meet the demand looms
were sent from the US to the United Kingdom.
Unlike the Americans the British did not wear them as belts but rather as bandoliers. The English
subsidiary soon adapted the design to accommodate a triangular fastening to carry a bayonet frog. This
triangular concept more than likely influenced the use od a similar arrangement on the Pattern 1903 and
Pattern 1908 Bandoliers letter approved in the British Changes in War Material.
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Other British changes to the attachment of the bayonet led to the hanger hook arrangement used since
that time on all US Load Carrying Equipment’s and some Australian equipment’s. At this time the
British Army also introduced into service the Web rifle sling to replace the leather slings on issue.

Mills Emergency Bandolier
As the Boer War progressed The Mills Company produced at the request of the War Department a
woven bandolier in flimsy format to enable soldiers to carry extra ammunition which active service
indicated was required. These were to carry 100 rounds of ammunition and were disposable when no
longer required. The were filled with ammunition prior to packing and shipment to the front.
Shortages of the double loop bandolier led to soldiers using them as an integral part of their load
carrying equipment. The over use of this emergency bandolier lead to the woven loops stretching and
the loss of thousands of rounds of ammunition and led to all the woven bandoliers been looked upon as
unsuitable for service and led to the cancellation of the contracts for all of Mills bandoliers and
ultimately the adoption of the 1913 Bandolier equipment which was largely made of leather.
The below image is of an emergency bandolier. Unfortunately it is missing the cloth covers that were
sewn to the rear edge and closed on the small buttons on the front.
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Arms Column
Australian Colt Navies – John P
Updates to “’51 Colt Navies” by Nathan Swayze 1967
Specifically, the Australian Colonies – information from Neil Speed of AHACGV.
As known in 1967
Victoria
250 Late fourth models in 1864,
with 18 collectors/museums serial numbers 165843 to 168707 in 1967;
six of these having undergone Thuer conversions to metallic cartridge.
New South Wales
NSW Police middle fourth models
Serials 125800 - 130600
NSW Police late fourth models
Serials 185600 – 189400
the highest gun number marking recorded is 482
NSW Gaols

4 middle fourth models
Serials 153499 – 155900 “N.S.W.G.”
2 late fourth models
Serials 168200 – 188500 “GAOLS”
the highest gun number marking recorded is GAOLS 183
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“Naval brigade NSW” late fourth model

Serial 168323

South Australia
Ports & Couch, London-London model

Serial 7074

marked S.A. (crown) 143

Tasmania
Tas Govt - late third model London marked Serial 46644 marked T.G.
This is a standard percussion revolver not a Thuer conversion.
Updates to 2019
South Australia
Ports & Coach London-London model Serial 2846

wood of butt P16 & JV

This is among the first iron trigger guard London models.
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Queensland
Qld Govt late third model London marked

Serial 37274 marked Q (broad arrow) G

Tasmania
Tas Govt - late third model London marked Serial 46661
marked T.G. Police and No 28
bottom metal butt flat No 238, this is a Thuer conversion with holster.
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Based on 4661 being numbered 38, and assuming the numbers were added to the guns in increasing
serial number sequence, we have 40 Colt 1851 navies (all London?) to Tasmania Police of 46624 to
46663.
The Colt London Armoury produced about 42,000 navy 36 calibre six shot revolvers, starting on 1st
January 1853 and closing in early 1857. Serial numbers as high as 69371 and 69368 are known. These
Tasmanian 51 navies are what are called late Hartford-Londons, produced in the Hartford Connecticut
USA for sale specifically on the London market after the London Armoury closed, but with British view
and proof marks. They have a London barrel address with simple dash at the address ends. The UK
London-Londons have an arrow at the address ends. Also the cylinder pin is larger on the UK London
made models than the late USA Hartford London models, and the UK London hammer knurling (thumb
grip engraving) is much deeper and the screw heads are higher domed.
An unknown number marked T.G. only, 46664 upwards for other Tasmanian Govt services, especially
officers i.e. Prisons (Gaols), Mail (Couch in SA), guards after 1870 when British regiments left
Tasmania. Maybe a total of ten making a total Tasmania order of 50 altogether. This series of
Tasmanian serial numbers (46624 to 46713) do not match with the serial number ranges of any of the
other Australian Colonial 51 Colt navy orders (WA?) (NZ?) so they do not appear to have been obtained
from another Australian Colony, as were the 50 pattern 1853 swords with steel scabbards donated by the
South Australian Government in September 1853.
With the rundown of the Tasmanian Volunteer rifles and artillery after 1870 even to disbandment, 51
navies were unlikely to be issued to STR or STA officers. None so marked have been seen to date.
A search of auction sales of 51 Colt London navy’s in the serial range 46624 to 46713, has failed to find
further examples nor any not T.G. marked navies in this range.
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Edged Weapons Column
Pattern 1853 Cavalry Sword in Tasmania John’s L and P
In 1844 a Campbelltown Mounted Volunteer unit was formed, and a number of Gentlemen enrolled
however nothing appears to have occurred after the establishment and the unit disappeared. In 1860 a
larger plan was implemented to create volunteer units in both the north and south of Tasmania. One of
those units was the First Light Cavalry raised at Launceston. It was issued Holsters, carbines and swords
by the Government. Attempts were also made to raise another cavalry unit at Port Sorell, but this came
to nought.
The Light Cavalry was later renamed the Launceston Mounted Rifles but it too disappeared by1870
along with a number of the other units. . It is not clear what if any swords were issued or obtained at this
time.

Blade length 35 ½ inches x 1 ¼ inch wide, fuller each side, spear point, double edged last 9 inchers

Guard 3 bar malleable wrought iron, chequered leather grips
Total weight 4 lb. 9oz.
John L Collection
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The Government obtained the swords from South Australia as the below correspondence which John P
has located indicates.
PROSA CRG 24/4/57 Folio 1070

Adelaide 25th August 1880
636/80
Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that, in compliance with the request
in your letter of th3 6th inst., fifty Cavalry swords with iron scabbards
have been forwarded to your address by the Colonel Commandant.
I enclose an account for £30-5-0 for which sum I shall be glad to
receive a Draft at your convenience.
Undecipherable signature
To the honourable
The Colonial Secretary
Hobart Town

PROSA GRG 24/4/57 Folio 1331

Adelaide 4th November, 1880
834/80
Sir,

I have the honor to refer you to my letter of 25th August last,
advising the despatch of Swords and Scabbards for the use of your
Defence Department and enclosing an account for £30-5-0
As I am now informed that Mr Giblin was given to understand,
during his visit to this colony, that no charge would be made for the
weapons referred to, I have to request that you permit me to withdraw the
account.
Undecipherable signature
The Honourable
The Colonial Secretary
Tasmania
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PROSA GRG 24/6/1880 No 2000

Colonial Secretary’s Office
Hobart Town, 15th November, 1863
No 1853
Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 4th
inst., 834/80, intimating that no charge will be made for the Swords and
Scabbards received from South Australia.
I DESIRE TO CONVEY TO YOU THE VERY CORDIAL THANKS
OF THIS Government for the liberality and courtesy displayed by your
Government in this matter.
Undecipherable signature
The swords obtained were the 1853 Pattern Cavalry Sword. As there was no Cavalry unit in Tasmania
by 1880 it is not clear why the 50 swords were obtained.

Artillery Column – John L
Armstrong 110 Pounder RBL
Whilst in The UK last year I had the opportunity to visit a number of Museums, castles, forts and
warships. One of the latter, HMS Warrior which was built in 1859 was very impressive as it was the
first ocean going iron hulled armoured warship. Other iron and wooden warships had been built by both
France and Britain however they mainly operated in the Channel and North Sea as defences against each
other whereas the HMS Warrior was ocean going.
Her armament comprised 26x 68pounder ML guns, 10x 110 pounder RBL guns and 4x 40pounder RBL
guns.
The Armstrong 110pounder RBL’s were designed by Sir George W Armstrong and were made of steel
with compressed wrought iron bands around the chamber area where the breech pressure was the
highest on ignition. They were located on both the gun deck and as bow and stern chasers.
They did not have the same penetration ability as the 68Pdr SB guns and generally had problems at least
once in 13 firings which led to their removal in 1864.
After de commissioning it served a storage facility for torpedoes (1902), Depot ship for Torpedoe Boat
Destroyer Flotilla (1903), Naval Torpedo School, 1923 a hulk until towed to Milford Haven to be used
as a floating oil jetty as Oil Fuelling Hulk C77 in which capacity she served until restoration began in
1968.
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Today Warrior is in immaculate condition after a £9,000,000 restoration.
The Woolwich Rotunda Artillery Museum and the States of Jersey lent examples of Warrior's original
primary guns, the muzzle-loading 68-pounder and the breech-loading 110-pounder, which were used as
moulds for fibre-glass replicas. The Armstrong guns were built with working breeches; they, and the
muzzles of all the guns, had to be sealed to prevent people leaving rubbish in them. Little information
was available on the wooden carriages despite extensive research, and a prototype had to be developed
and tested before they could be built. If you look closely at the images you can see the joint line of the
two halves.

Armstrong 110Pdr RBL
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Armstrong had also considered breech loading of his tubes. Prior to this, projectiles had studs along the
length of the shell positioned to reflect the twist of the rifling. Loading required aligning the studs to the
rifling grooves. You will note in the images the reproduction shells are grey in colour.
Armstrong’s solution was to manufacture the shells with a soft lead covering. The breech screw was
unwound to allow the gunners to remove the breech block by the two handles shown in Figs 341 and
342. The breech would then closed until touching the end of the chamber and the shell inserted into the
chamber through the hole in the breech, rammed home and the charge bags of powder inserted into the
chamber in like manner. The breech screw then unwound to allow the breech block to be reinserted. The
breech screw was then closed up behind the block to ensure rear obturation.
On discharge the lead on the shell would be forced into the rifling to provide longitudinal rotation to the
projectile in flight.
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Armstrong 110 Pounder RBL Bow Chaser
Note the brass rails which permitted the carriage to be pivoted port or starboard of the bowsprit

Armstrong 40Pdr. RBL
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Tasmanian War Memorials and Honour Boards
Swansea
The small regional Museum at Swansea is worth a visit if you are passing through. It is housed in what
was over time a school, a Council Chambers and RSL Club before it became a museum. Currently it has
an exhibition on Migration, Education in Swansea and a permanent exhibition relating to those who
served in the Services.
For a small museum the curator Maureen Ferris and her staff of volunteers produce very commendable
displays. The War memorial out front is simple, unimposing and unusually for a country memorial does
not list the names of the enlistees.
However, they are recorded on two magnificent honour boards with in the museum and in the case of
World War one on a hand written memorial. This is informative in respect of the wide range of units in
which the enlistees served during the Great War. I suspect the wooden Honour Boards are the work of
Nora Payne but their high location prevents close examination for her initials.
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Book Reviews and Useful websites

Footage of Baron von Richthofen
Century-old footage of the Red Baron during WW I
A patient who was in mid-eighties (1970) needed a tooth replaced on
his upper full denture. When the lab sent it back for his dentist to give
it to him, the dentist asked when he’d received this plate. His answer
was” Right after the war!” The dentist said “you’re not talking ‘46 are
you?” He said “heck no, I mean in 1919”.
The dentist asked how it was that he had every one of his lower teeth
in excellent condition but none on top. He asked if I had heard of the
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Red Baron and then told me that he had the dubious distinction of
having been the Baron’s last victim and when he crashed, the control
stick knocked out most of his upper teeth, thus the full upper denture.
He told the dentist what you all may have missed when they were
working on the engine!!! If you watch it again you will see that the
propeller AND the engine rotate together. He said there was no
throttle..... just a kill button to stop the engine as needed to descend
then it would start up again. Notice them squirting oil… on the valve
stems I would guess, prior to spinning the prop.
The following is a very rare piece of film, 99 years old. It shows Baron
Von Richthofen, doing an external prior to a mission, as well as his
putting on a flying suit prior to flight in cold weather. If you look
closely you will notice Hermann Goering.
The Aussies claim that one of their machine gunners on the ground
shot the Baron down on 4 June 1917.
To think this film is over 100 years old!
If you're interested in history or aviation, you cannot miss this footage.
It was just posted online, and I've never seen anything like it. It's from
1917, and it's an up-close and personal look at the most legendary
combat pilot who ever lived, the infamous Red Baron, Manfred Von
Richthofen.
Watch the extremely rare, extremely old footage and re-live history.
ULTRA-RARE footage of the most famous fighter pilot ever.

https://shar.es/12Ag7e
World War 1 fake tree observation posts
https://www.amusingplanet.com/2019/04/fake-tree-observation-posts-of-ww1.html
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